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1. Introduction. By a cycle Z of dimension r on a nonsingular algebraic variety X, we mean a formal linear combination Z = 2 n{ Yt of
irreducible subvarieties Yt of dimension r, with integer coefficients n^
The smoothing problem for cycles asks whether a given cycle Z is equivalent (for a suitable equivalence relation of cycles, such as rational equivalence or algebraic equivalence) to a cycle Z ' = 2 n'iYu where the subvarieties Y'i are all nonsingular. Let I b e a nonsingular projective variety of
dimension n over C. Then for each cycle Z of dimension r o n l w e can
assign a cohomology class ö(Z) e H2n~2r(X, Z). We say that two cycles
Z, Z' are homologically equivalent if ô(Z)=ô(Z'). Our main result is that
there are cycles on certain Grassmann varieties which cannot be smoothed,
even for homological equivalence, which is weaker than rational or algebraic equivalence.
The smoothing problem was suggested by Borel and Haefliger [2,
p. 497] in connection with their study of the cohomology class associated
to a cycle. Hironaka [7] showed in characteristic zero that cycles of dimension ^ m i n ( 3 , \(n — 1)) can always be smoothed. On a nonsingular
variety of any characteristic he showed that if dim Z^(n — 1), then
some multiple of Z can be smoothed. Kleiman [8] strengthened the latter
result by showing that if dim Z < - | ( « + 2 ) , then {(q— l)!)Zcan be smoothed,
where q=n—r is the codimension of Z. The specific cycle which we show
to be nonsmoothable was suggested by Kleiman and Landolfi [9], who
conjectured that it could not be smoothed.
Thorn, in his famous paper [11], studied the closely related question of
which homology classes on a smooth manifold can be represented as the
homology class of a submanifold. He also answered negatively a question
of Steenrod, which asked if every homology class on a manifold was the
image by some continuous map of the fundamental class of another manifold. Note that in algebraic geometry if a homology class is the class
of some cycle on a nonsingular variety X, then it is the image of the
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 14C10,14C30, 55G10; Secondary
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fundamental class of a (not necessarily connected) nonsingular variety Y
because of Hironaka's theorem on resolution of singularities [6].
Our idea is to apply Thorn's method to cycles on the complex Grassmann
varieties. We obtain thereby a stronger result, namely that the given
cohomology class is not a linear combination of cohomology classes of
smooth submanifolds. On the other hand, Thorn proves that some multiple of any given cohomology class can be represented as the class of a
submanifold. Hence this method cannot answer the remaining open
question whether or not some multiple of the cycle in our example can be
smoothed.
2. The example. We denote by Pn the complex projective «-space,
n^.1, and by G(m9 n), m, w ^ l , the Grassmann variety of complex
ra-planes in a complex (m+«)-space. As a complex manifold, G(m,n)
has dimension mn. Let ym denote the canonical ra-plane bundle over
G(m,n), and let rjn denote the complementary «-plane bundle. Then
ym®rjn is the trivial bundle and hence
(2.1)

c(yj

• c(rjn) = 1,

where c denotes the total chern class. This equation allows us to express
the chern classes of rj in terms of those of y. Furthermore it gives some
relations among the chern classes of y. Then one knows that the cohomology ring #*(G(ra, «), Z) is the quotient of the polynomial ring
Z[ci(y)> ' ' ' 9 cm(y)] by the ideal generated by the relations given by
(2.1) (see Borel [1, p. 202]). Dually, H*(G(m, n), Z) is generated by the
Schubert cycles (see Ehresmann [4]). Set x=c1(ym),y=c2(ym);
x and y
are dual, respectively, to Schubert cycles X and 7, where X is in fact
nonsingular, as is X2, the selfintersection of X.
We consider the problem: for which integers a and b can the cycle
aX2+bY be smoothed? One also has a stronger question: for which
integers a and b is the cohomology class ô(aX2+bY) dual to a connected nonsingular variety ?
As remarked above, the cycles X and X2 are given by nonsingular varieties; also, in G(2, 3), y is a nonsingular variety (because it is dual to
^2(72))- Thus on G(2, 3), every cycle aX2+bY can be smoothed. Our
example is on G (3, 3).
1. On G (3, 3) neither the cycle Y nor the cycle X2+Y
be smoothed up to homological equivalence.
THEOREM

can

We in fact prove a stronger result: consider the dual cohomology class
ax2+by in H\G(m, n); Z).
2. In G(3, 3) ifax2+by
fold, then b is even.
THEOREM

is dual (mod 2) to a smooth submani-
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Note that this implies Theorem 1, because every nonsingular subvariety
is in particular a smooth submanifold, and any linear combination of
cohomology classes with b even still has b even.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We use the work of Thorn [11] : if M is a smooth
manifold and if v e Hn(M, Z/2Z), then v is dual to a smooth submanifold
of M if, and only if, there is a map ƒ :M->M O (n) such that ƒ *Un=v9 where
MO(n) is the Thorn complex and Un the Thorn class for the orthogonal
group 0(n). Thus we prove Theorem 2 by showing that if there is a map
/ : G ( 3 , 3)-+MO(4) with f*U=ax2+by,
then b is even. (We set t/=C/ 4 .)
The map ƒ induces a map f*:H*(MO(4),
Z/2Z)->#*(G(3, 3), Z/2Z)
which must be compatible with the Steenrod squaring operations. To
carry out the proof, we need to know the cohomology of MO (4) and the
Steenrod operations, which are given in Thorn [11]; the cohomology of
G(3, 3), which can be computed from (2.1) above; and the Steenrod operations there, which are computed in Borel and Serre [3]. Here is our calculation: we have Sq 2 £/= U • w2 and Sq2y=xy+z9 where z=cz(y3) (mod 2).
Thus, f*(U - w2)=b(xy+z). Suppose that b is odd—we show this leads to
a contradiction. Using the fact that U • (U • wl)=(U • vv2)2, one deduces
that ƒ*(£/• wt)=ax2y+(l-a)y2.
Now Sq2(U • wt)=U • w\+U • w\\ but
2
f*(U-wl)s=0
and S q / = 0 . Thus, ƒ*(£/ • wt)=:a(xsy+x2z) = 0, using
(2.1), and consequently,
ƒ *(!/ • w^)2 = ƒ *([/ • w2) •ƒ*((/ • w») = 0.
This implies that
(ax*y + (1 - a)y2)2 = a x 4 / + (1 - a)y* = 0.
But by relation 2.1, x*y2=y*, and so we obtain a+(l— a)=0 (mod 2),
which is impossible. Thus b is even, which completes the proof of Theorem
2.
3. Further results. We now indicate without proof some further
results which one can obtain by similar methods.
Again we consider the Grassmann variety <7(ra, n). Suppose that the
cycle aX2+bY can be realized by a connected nonsingular variety. Such
a variety is, in particular, a smooth submanifold with complex normal
bundle.
THEOREM 3. In G(2, 3), the cohomology class by is dual to a smooth
submanifold with complex normal bundle if and only ifb=0, 1 (mod 4).

Since there is a natural smooth embedding of G(2, 3) in G(3, 3), we can
combine this result with Theorem 2 to obtain
COROLLARY. In G(3, 3), if by is dual to a smooth submanifold with
complex normal bundle, then b = 0 (mod 4).
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We in fact have a complete determination of which classes in i/ 4 (G(2, 3),
Z) are dual to smooth submanifolds with complex normal bundle,
but the statement of this result is too complicated to give here. It is a
consequence of the following general result on manifolds of (real) dimension ^ 1 2 . (Note that G(2, 3) has dimension 12.)
THEOREM 4. Let M be a simply connected smooth manifold of dimension
^ 1 2 , and let u e H*(M; Z). Then u is dual to a smooth submanifold with
complex normal bundle if and only if there are classes v e H*(M; Z) and
w e HS(M; Z) such that
(i) v (mod2)=Sq 2 w;
(ii) w (mod 2) e$ 4 (w);
(iii) w ( m o d 3 ) = ^ W - w 2 ;
(iv) v2=uw.

Here 0 4 is a secondary operation associated with the unstable relation :
Sq 2 Sq 3 =0, on integral classes of dimension 4.
One proves Theorem 4 by again using Thorn's theorem—thus one seeks
a map f.M-+MU(2),
with f*U=u. The fact that (i)-(iv) suffice to give
the map ƒ is shown by constructing a Postnikov resolution of M£/(2),
through dim 12; the only difficulty comes in proving that TT1X{M£/(2))^Z.
Given a cohomology class y of even degree on a manifold M, Thorn
[11] shows that there is a nonzero integer q such that the class qy is dual
to a submanifold with complex normal bundle. We remark that the set of
such integers q is always a union of cosets of a subgroup of the integers.
In particular, there is an integer q^O such that the class qy e /f 4 (G(3, 3),
Z) is dual to a smooth submanifold (with complex normal bundle if we
like). However, this is not a "stable" fact, as indicated by the following
result: set ym>n=c2(yj
in H\G(m, n); Z).
5. For any integer q there are integers m, n such that in
H^(G(m9 n); Z), qym>n is not dual to a smooth submanifold.
THEOREM

The proof follows the same line as that given for Theorem 2, using the
reduced/?th powers ^ , and calculations by Borel-Serre [3].
4. Analogous results in characteristic p>0. Let k be an algebraically
closed field. Then we can consider the Grassmann variety G(m,ri) over k.
It is a nonsingular projective variety over k, and it has Schubert cycles
just as in the classical case.
THEOREM 6. Assume c h a r A ; ^ . Then on G(3, 3) neither the cycle Y
nor the cycle X2+Y can be smoothed for algebraic or rational equivalence.

To prove this result we need a suitable cohomology theory in which
Steenrod squares can be defined. Then we adapt the proof above. Epstein
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[5] has established a general theory of Steenrod cohomology operations,
and Mme. Raynaud [10] has shown that Epstein's theory applies to the
étale cohomology of schemes. In particular, the Steenrod squares are
defined in H*t(G, ZjlZ) whenever G is a scheme over a field of characteristic 777^2. Furthermore, since the Grassmann variety is defined over
Spec Z, one of Mme. Raynaud's results shows that the cohomology ring
of the Grassmann variety, together with the extra structure consisting
of the Steenrod squares, is the same as the usual topological one.
Now suppose that F i s a nonsingular subvariety of G = G(3, 3) which is
rationally (or algebraically) equivalent to aX2+bY. Then we show that b
is even, as in Theorem 2. We consider the inclusion j : V->G. Then we
can rephrase the proof of Theorem 2 above purely in terms of the cohomology rings of V and G, and the maps y *, 7* between them. So we avoid
mention of the Thorn space MO (4), and we can carry out the same proof.
In the case of characteristic/?=2 this method does not work. However,
it seems likely that one can obtain the same result in this case also, by
using the Hodge cohomology Hi(X)=2i>+Q^i HQ(X> &p)REFERENCES
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